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Outline

� Review complex fluids: what are the 
questions?

� Review monolayers: what are they?
� Usefulness of monolayers: how do they 

help?
� Some results from monolayers



Complex Fluids

� Foams
� Emulsions
� Liquid crystals
� Polymers
� Glasses
� Granular materials

� Shear thinning and 
thickening

� Flow alignments
� �jamming�
� Avalanches
� Stick-slip motion

Materials Effects



MACROSCOPIC PROPERTIES

Equilibrium
Linear response

Nonequilibrium
Nonlinear

MICROSCOPIC

Quantum mechanics

MESOSCOPIC??

The �big� question � does the mesoscopic matter?



TOPOLOGY FLOW

1) How does topology/geometry determine 
elasticity and viscosity?    
(role of the mesoscopic scale)

2) How does flow effect topology?



Measuring Viscosity

d

v

Direct measure: stress = (viscosity) x (rate of strain)

rate of strain: /v dγ =!

fluid

Indirect measure: velocity profiles
2[ / ( ) ]v t v v P vρ η∂ ∂ + ⋅∇ = −∇ + ∇" " " "



Measuring �bubble� Dynamics

Problem with three dimensions: how to observe this?

T1 event



How to make two dimensions

� Place a three dimensional material 
between two plates

� Float bubbles on water

� Make a Langmuir monolayer



Langmuir Monolayers



1) 18th century BC: Babylonians spread oil for 
divination

2) 1770: Benjamin Franklin experiments with damping 
of surface waves

3) 1800�s: Rayleigh works on surface tension
4) Turn of the century: Agnes Pockels develops the 

Langmuir trough in her kitchen
5) Early 1900�s: Langmuir provides detailed 

explanations of thickness of layers and orientation of 
molecules. He develops the Langmuir film balance to 
measure surface tension.

Langmuir Monolayer History



Surface Pressure � Area Isotherms

Surface Pressure:
Π= γw- γ
where γ is surface
tension.



THE BIG ADVANTAGE:

We can directly image the domain motions!

THE OTHER ADVANTAGE:

We can directly access a wide range of 
complex fluids!



Monolayer without 
shear

Monolayer under 
shear

Brewster Angle Microscope Images



Questions to study

� nonlinear viscosity (shear rate, or strain dependent)
� tensor viscosities (liquid crystal phases)
� flow alignment
� flow behavior of hexatic phases
� two-dimensional foams (G-L  and L-LC)
� viscoelastic materials

For this talk, focus on mesoscopic 
versus microscopic viscosity.



Two measurements, same conditions

Flow profiles correlated with domain dynamics

Kurnaz & Schwartz, PRL 56 (1997)
Ivanova, Ignes-Mullol, Schwartz, Langmuir 17 (2000)



How do we do this?

Novel approach: Couette viscometer





microscope

Torsion pendulum

Movable barrier



Schematic of Apparatus

A: outer barrier, or �fingers�
B: torsion pendulum
C: fixed inner cylinder



Advantages of Couette Trough:

1) Profile can be solved analytically for many models

2) For Newtonian fluids, flow profile independent of 
viscosity.

Disadvantage:

1) Flow profile does not always give magnitude of 
viscosity



Newtonian Monolayer



Non-Newtonian Monolayer



Direct Viscosity Measurement



An example of what can 
happen�



Introduce Ca2+ into the system

Fraction of negative charges depends on pH



Top view of monolayer

Monolayer is in a
hexatic liquid crystal
phase
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Summary for this system

� Extremely large increase in viscosity
� Extremely long time scales
� At least two time scales
� Even at pH = 5.5, only approximately half 

the monolayer is uncharged
� Effect is entirely dependent on divalent ions



Viscosity Increase

� Microscopic: binding of two fatty acids 
increases viscosity => measure viscosity 
with particle diffusion

� Mesoscopic: interactions between domains 
is altered, making a �foam� => use step-
strain experiments to study this (domain 
recovery and slippage).



Long Time Scales

� Small amounts going to boundaries (some 
indirect evidence)

� �Jamming� and geometric frustration in 2-D 
binding (some indirect evidence)
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